
INSTANT HAIR
THICKENING
NATURAL KERATIN FIBRES

T H I C K E N I N G
T R E A T M E N T

F O R  M E N

The Science of Thicker Hair™

 Get tHICKeR HAIR tODAY
 Recommended by Celebrity Stylists



Very impressive – it actually 
does what it says, and really 
thickens my own fine hair. 

Jenny. Cheshire

Craig, London

Totally covers thin areas 
and undetectable. Great 

for the confidence! 



ThiCker hair on STaGe, 
on SeT, and every day

Studio and stage lights make many of my 
celeb clients’ hair look thin, but everyday 

overhead lights or bright sun can be nearly 
as bad. that’s why I recommend Nanogen 
Fibres to make fine or thin hair look thick 
and full. the natural keratin fibres bind to 

your own hair, instantly adding real density 
and volume. Whether I’m looking for a 

dramatic fashion-shoot style or the perfect 
natural look, it’s my secret weapon on set.

Tracey Cahoon – Celebrity Stylist

abouT TraCey
tracey Cahoon is one of the UK’s leading 

hair stylists. She was hair stylist to the 
late Amy Winehouse and has worked with 

a plethora of models, artists and actors 
including Kate Moss, Sienna Miller, Orlando 

Bloom and Jude Law to name a few...

See real results at 
www.youtube.com/nanogen



Unlike copies, genuine Nanogen Fibres are 
keratin, exactly like your hair. The 
dermatologically tested fibres are safe and 
non-irritating, it’s like adding “hair” to 
your own hair.

SHAKE ON

BLEND IN

SPRAY (OPTIONAL)

LOOK FOR THE METAL STRIP

™

REPEAT THE FIRST 2 STEPS

BEFORE

Nanogen comes in 10 shades to match any 
hair colour. You can even repeat with a 
different colour in some areas for highlights 
or a touch of grey.

PURE NATURAL KERATIN

DON’T HAVE DARK
BROWN HAIR?

AFTER

wherever your hair
needs thickening

to merge the fibres
into your own hair

if you need to build even
more volume and density

with Fibre Locking
Spray to waterproof

The tiny fibres become electrostatically 
charged as you shake them out of the 
patented Kinetic™ jar. This strong charge is 
unique to Nanogen, and ensures they bind 
strongly to any hair type, all day, even 
through wind, rain and perspiration. 

Can’t believe your eyes?
Watch real-time transformations at 
www.youtube.com/nanogen

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4



NATURAL KERATIN
HAIR FIBRES

Unlike anything you’ve seen before, adding incredible 
hair density and thickness in just 30 seconds. Available 
in 10 colours, the original jar is ideal for a glovebox or 

handbag, while the larger jar is great value.

1 Month’s Supply Net Wt. 15g     / 0.53 Oz.
2 Month’s Supply Net Wt. 30g     / 1.06 Oz.

HAIR FIBRE
LOCKING SPRAY

Waterproof your style and finish the instant hair 
thickening look Nanogen Fibres give. Not only does it 
add a natural shine, it locks the Fibres in place all day, 
through wind, rain, perspiration and even under water.

100 mL    / 3.4 Fl. Oz.
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